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Abstract. The seismic response analysis can be performed using the design speed response spectrum 
for the long and middle period structure. But the research results about the formula for calculating the 
damping effect correction coefficient of design velocity response spectrum in the long and middle 
period range is less. The classic calculation formulas of damping effect correction coefficients at home 
and abroad are compared firstly. The factors that affect the damping effect correction coefficient of 
response spectrum, the problems and deficiencies of the existing formulas are analyzed. And then the 
formula for calculating the damping effect correction coefficient of design velocity response spectrum 
in the long and middle period range is fitted based on the selected strong earthquake records. 

Introduction 
Damping ratio is the ratio of the viscous damping coefficient to the critical viscous damping factor of a 
vibration system. Damping ratio is a positive real number less than one. Different types of structures 
generally have different damping ratios in engineering practice. The damping ratio of steel structure is 
generally about 2%~3%. the damping ratio of reinforced concrete structure is generally about 5%~7%. 
The damping ratio of reinforced masonry structure is generally about 7%~10%. The equivalent 
damping ratio of energy dissipation structure with additional damper is about 10%~20%, and the 
equivalent damping ratio of isolated structure can reach 20%~30%[1]. In addition, the damping ratio of 
the same structure type structure will vary with different factors such as the structure height, the layout 
of the structure anti lateral force components, whether the structure enters the elastic-plastic state or 
not[2]. 

According to the response spectrum theory, the damping ratio is one of the important factors 
affecting the response spectrum amplitude. In general, the response spectrum amplitude decreases as 
the damping ratio increases. Especially for the short period structure with small initial damping ratio, 
the small increase of the damping ratio will cause the response spectrum amplitude to decrease 
significantly [3]. The variation regularity of design acceleration response spectrum, design velocity 
response spectrum and design displacement response spectrum when the damping ratio changes from 
5% to 10% are shown in Fig.1. 

       
(a) design acceleration RS       (b) design velocity RS        (c) design displacement RS 

Fig.1 The damping effect on design response spectrum 
 

As can be seen from Fig.1, the amplitudes of three design response spectra have obvious changes 
when the damping ratio changes. For the design acceleration response spectrum, the short period range 
from T1 to Tg is the platform segments. The amplitude of design acceleration response spectrum does 
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not change with structural period, and only changes with the damping ratio. For the design velocity 
response spectrum, the long period range greater than Tg is the platform segments. The amplitude of 
design velocity response spectrum does not change with structural period, and only changes with the 
damping ratio. The characteristics of design displacement response spectrum changes with the 
damping ratio are shown in Fig.1(c). 

Under normal circumstances, the reinforced concrete structures with more than 15 layers can be 
considered to belong to the long and middle period structure with structural period greater than Tg. For 
such structures, the design velocity response spectrum shown in Fig.1(b) should be used in structural 
response analysis using response spectrum theory.  

For the design velocity response spectrum as shown in Fig.1(b), the influence of the damping ratio 
change on the response spectrum value when T is greater than Tg can be described by the damping 
correction coefficient of design velocity response spectrum with the long and middle period range as 
shown in Eq.1. 
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As can be seen from Fig.1(b), eq.1 is only related to the parameters of 2ξ  and 1ξ , and has nothing to 
do with the T parameter. 

The parameter Dξ plays an important role in the seismic design of building structures especially 
shock absorption structures. Since the seismic design response spectrum provided in the seismic design 
code is generally a design acceleration response spectrum with an initial damping ratio of 5%, the 
damping effect correction coefficient Dξ should be used to estimate design response spectrum values 
when the damping ratio of designed structure is not equal to 5%. 

Review of Classic Formulas for Damping Effect Correction Coefficient 
Since the 1950s, many experts and scholars in the world have begun to fully research the calculating 
formula of the damping effect correction coefficient for seismic response spectrum. The existing classic 
calculation formulas of damping effect correction coefficient for response spectrum are given in Table 
1. 

Table 1 The calculation formulas of damping effect correction coefficient 
order 
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Among the formulas listed in the Table 1, the formula corresponding to number 4 is used to estimate 

the damping effect correction coefficient for velocity response spectrum. The formula corresponding 
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to number 5 is used to estimate the damping effect correction coefficient for displacement response 
spectrum. Other formulas are used to estimate the damping effect correction coefficient for 
acceleration response spectrum. 

In this paper, the main purpose of using the damping effect correction coefficient is to evaluate the 
degree of amplitude variation for velocity response spectrum in the long and middle period range. 
There are only a few formulas for calculating the damping effect correction coefficient of velocity 
response spectrum in the current professional field, and there are two major deficiencies existing in the 
current formulas. Some formulas only consider the influence of the damping ratio and do not consider 
the influence of other factors on the formula. Although some formulas take into account the factors of 
site classification, damping ratio and others on the formulas, but the formulas are complex and 
inconvenience, which some parameters need to lookup table to determine. Therefore, it is necessary to 
further study the formula for calculating the damping effect correction coefficient of velocity response 
spectrum in the long and middle period range. 

Influencing factors of Damping Effect Correction Coefficient 
According to the classic formulas related to the damping effect correction coefficients in Table 1, most 
of the formulas only consider the damping ratio influence on the damping effect correction coefficients. 
In fact, the damping effect correction coefficients are also related to the factors of site classification, 
ground motion properties and so on. 

Based on comprehensive analyses of the characteristics and influencing factors for the existing 
calculation formulas of damping effect correction coefficients at home and abroad, the damping ratio 
and characteristic period are mainly considered when the new formula of damping effect correction 
coefficient are fitted in this paper. In addition, the fitting formula of damping effect correction 
coefficient in this paper is used to calculate the variation amplitude of velocity response spectrum in the 
long and middle period range when the damping ratio changes. The characteristic period can be 
calculated by Eq.2 and Eq.3. 

2g
EPVT
EPA

π=                                                                                                                                                              (2) 

In Eq.2, EPV is the effective peak velocity and EPA is the effective peak acceleration. The 
calculation of EPV and EPA are shown in Eq.3. 

2.5 2.5
v aS SEPV EPA= =，                                                                                                                                       (3) 

In Eq.3, the parameter aS  is the average value of the amplitude for acceleration response spectrum 
in the range of 0.1 second to 0.5 second with the damping ratio of 5%. And the parameter vS  is the 
average value of the amplitude for velocity response spectrum in the range of 0.8 second to 1.2 second 
with the damping ratio of 5%[4]. The number 2.5 in the Eq.3 is an empirical coefficient. 

Formula fitting of Damping Effect Correction Coefficient 
In order to fit the calculation formula of damping effect correction coefficient, the strong earthquake 
records are selected from Japan earthquake observation network named Kik-net, which are 3.11 Japan 
earthquake records from 40 strong earthquake stations. 

Based on the collected strong earthquake records, the following steps are used to fit the correction 
formula of damping effect correction coefficient for velocity response spectrum in the long and middle 
period range. 

First of all, MATLAB software is used to program to calculate the 40 records response spectrum 
and estimate the epicentral distances corresponding to every earthquake records. The 720 sets data 
including acceleration response spectra and velocity response spectra with the damping ratio of 0, 0.02, 
0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.3 and 0.4 respectively. Then, the characteristic period of each seismic 
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record is calculated according to Eq.2 and Eq.3. Finally, the automatic searching and fitting function of 
the “common global optimization algorithm” and “Levenberg-Marquardt” optimization algorithm that 
comes with the 1stopt software is used. The formula parameters and the final expression after fitting 
are shown in Eq.4. 

( )( , ) 1 0.323arctan 46.05 0.05g gD T Tξ ξ ξ = − × − ×                                                                                    (4) 

 
Figure 2 The correspondence between the theoretical calculated values and the measured value 

 
For the fitting Eq.4, the correlation coefficient R is 0.939, the mean square deviation D is 0.107. 
From the statistical index obtained from the fitting results and the formula basic form, it can be seen 

that the Eq.4 have the features of easy operation, simple form and high accuracy. The correspondence 
between the theoretical calculated values calculated using Eq.4 and the measured value of the sample is 
plotted in Fig.2. 

The using conditions of the fitting formula in this paper for calculating the damping effect correction 
coefficient of velocity response spectrum should be paid attention. 

First of all, the Eq.4 fitted in this paper is suitable for the calculation of damping effect influence 
coefficient for velocity response spectrum in the long and middle period range. That is, it can only be 
directly applied to estimate and calculate the amplitude changes of velocity response spectrum when 
the damping ratio changes from 0.05 to other values. 

Secondly, since only the data samples with damping ratios varying from 0.02 to 0.4 are selected for 
fitting formula, the damping ratio should be chosen between 0.02 and 0.4 when using Eq.4. That is, 
Eq.4 is not suitable for evaluating the amplitude variation of velocity response spectrum in the long and 
middle period range when the damping ratio changes outside the interval from 0.02 to 0.4. It can be 
said that the applicable range of the damping ratio does not have the extensibility. 

Conclusions 
To sum up, the following three aspects contents have been completed. 

1) The existing formulas for calculating damping effect influence coefficient of response spectra are 
summed up. The characteristics, applicable ranges and limitations of the existing formulas are analyzed. 
The need to fit the formula for calculating the damping effect influence coefficient of velocity response 
spectrum in the long and middle period range is described. 

2) A certain number of stations and ground motion data with more complete information are 
selected according to certain principles. The site classification and PGA amplitude selection range of 
the stations are processed and analyzed. Which are subsequent preparations for fitting the formula for 
calculating the damping effect influence coefficient of velocity response spectrum. 
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3) The calculation formula with the features of easy operation, simple form and high accuracy for 
damping effect correction coefficient of velocity response spectrum is fitted through using advanced 
optimization fitting software 1stopt. 
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